
The Funded Trader Roadmap

Your journey here is broken down into two halves. It’s a 8 month journey with
us to achieve a funded capital and scaling it well into the 6 figures and beyond.

The 8 months go as such:

● 4 months of learning, Back testing, getting help as needed, refining your edge
and creating your trading plan etc, overall getting a feel for the strategy and
learning how to actually execute it on the charts and generate consistent
returns. Dedicate the first half of your journey to skill development and
mastery. Don't rush this process... skillset comes first, everything
else,including money follows.

● 4 months of seeking capital funding ie. putting your newly developed skills to
the test, seeking FTMO (our go to prop firm who provide capital)

It's a 4 month "skill development phase" followed by a 4 month "funding phase".

And of course this is the roadmap that we lay out for you based off what we've
witnessed with students... you can absolutely do it faster if you're ready and you're
confident. We structure it this way to set healthy expectations so that you can focus

on the process and mastering this skillset as it can truly transform your life once
you're consistent. We are still less than 1 year old as a community and we've had
lots of members acquire capital in the 100k+ numerations. So it can absolutely be

done faster than 8 months.

For context, it takes 4 years to get a university/college degree… which still does not
guarantee any level of income... and this roadmap here is ONLY 8 months of

focused effort… with the potential to develop a skillset that can unlock for you a 6-7
figure income or MORE depending on YOU and your goals.

Don't rush this process. Give it the time it requires to start producing results!



For additional context here is what income on the standard sized funded
accounts looks like assuming you refine your skillset and achieve a 20R

monthly return (20R = 20% VERY achievable goal as a RJ trader):

USD / GBP / EUR / CAD / AUD etc -

20R on 50k account size = 10,000/month

20R on 100k account size = 20,000/month

20R on 200k account size = 40,000/month

20R on 300k account size = 60,000/month

20R on 400k account size = 80,000/month

Would this not change your life?

Even if you only did half as well and hit 10R months...

Would things not change for you?

Really let this sink in...

How would your life change if you focused, developed this skillset... and achieved
true confidence, consistency and funding in your trading?

Take some time this week to think about this and visualise for yourself why you
MUST hit these targets.

Create for yourself a strong WHY that drives you to take action and focus on mastery
of your trading skill.

It's been done before by MANY others in here.

And if it's been done by them, it can be done by you by following the same process.

Now let's get to making it happen.



The highest leverage actions you can be taking going forward are:

● Studying content (content here on the site + the resources available in our
Telegram)

● Testing the content (practising your trading via backtesting + reviewing and
comparing case studies and markups available in the Telegram against your
own + demo/live trading and taking prop fund free trials)

● Getting help when you need help (note down your questions as you make
your way through the content and ask your questions in the telegram channel
or directly to Rhys and Jordan)

EVERYTHING that you'll ever need to see success as a trader is jam packed
into this VIP Area and MORE is being added EVERY single week based on your

guys’ valued feedback.

Apply what we teach, read our recommended books and get your mindset on
point, ASK FOR HELP when you need it… you are not a burden to us by asking
questions. It’s what we’re here for. We are YOUR coaches. What fills our cup is

seeing you progress and smash milestones that are important to you.

We want you confident, consistent and funded in your trading and within the
next 8 months. Every week members are cracking consistency and acquiring

funding. We want the same for you. Now let’s work together to make that
happen,

RJ Trading.


